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Diverse mitotic functions of the cytoskeletal 
cross-linking protein Shortstop suggest a role in 
Dynein/Dynactin activity

ABSTRACT Proper assembly and orientation of the bipolar mitotic spindle is critical to the 
fidelity of cell division. Mitotic precision fundamentally contributes to cell fate specification, 
tissue development and homeostasis, and chromosome distribution within daughter cells. 
Defects in these events are thought to contribute to several human diseases. The underlying 
mechanisms that function in spindle morphogenesis and positioning remain incompletely de-
fined, however. Here we describe diverse roles for the actin-microtubule cross-linker Shortstop 
(Shot) in mitotic spindle function in Drosophila. Shot localizes to mitotic spindle poles, and its 
knockdown results in an unfocused spindle pole morphology and a disruption of proper spin-
dle orientation. Loss of Shot also leads to chromosome congression defects, cell cycle progres-
sion delay, and defective chromosome segregation during anaphase. These mitotic errors 
trigger apoptosis in Drosophila epithelial tissue, and blocking this apoptotic response results 
in a marked induction of the epithelial–mesenchymal transition marker MMP-1. The actin-
binding domain of Shot directly interacts with Actin-related protein-1 (Arp-1), a key compo-
nent of the Dynein/Dynactin complex. Knockdown of Arp-1 phenocopies Shot loss universally, 
whereas chemical disruption of F-actin does so selectively. Our work highlights novel roles for 
Shot in mitosis and suggests a mechanism involving Dynein/Dynactin activation.

INTRODUCTION
The cytoskeleton, consisting of microtubules (MTs), intermediate 
filaments, and filamentous actin filaments (F-actin), vitally contrib-
utes to diverse cellular processes, including signal transduction, 

intracellular transport, chromosome segregation, and cytokinesis 
(Fletcher and Mullins, 2010). MTs and F-actin each undergo dynamic 
assembly and disassembly processes, both during interphase and 
throughout cell division. Coordination between the actin cytoskele-
ton and MTs is important for the establishment of cell polarity, where 
movement along microtubules promotes cortical localization of 
polarity cues that are subsequently stabilized by the cortical F-actin 
network (Li and Gundersen, 2008). During mitosis, actin and MTs 
cooperatively orchestrate several important cell shape changes 
necessary for division. For example, central spindle MTs promote 
Rho activation at the cell equator necessary for polymerization of 
the F-actin dense cytokinetic ring (Ramkumar and Baum, 2016). In 
turn, cortical actin plays an important role in mitotic spindle assembly 
and orientation in many systems (Sandquist et al., 2011). Thus F-
actin and MTs can be considered partners in regulating key cellular 
processes.

To aid in their coordination, several protein families can provide 
direct physical interactions between cytoskeletal components that 
stabilize their structural integrities and generate dynamic forces 
(Huber et al., 2015). Spectraplakins, members of the spectrin protein 
superfamily, are an evolutionarily conserved class of cytoskeletal 
cross-linking proteins (Suozzi et al., 2012). These large proteins 
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Axons from both sensory and motor neu-
rons in flies lacking Shot prematurely “stop 
short”; axon navigation requires an intact 
actin-binding functionality of Shot (Lee and 
Kolodziej, 2002; Bottenberg et al., 2009; 
Sanchez-Soriano et al., 2009). Furthermore, 
terminal arborization at neuromuscular junc-
tions is defective, a result that is caused by 
improper MT organization (Prokop et al., 
1998). Shot cytoskeletal cross-linking activ-
ity is required for proper photoreceptor de-
velopment as well (Mui et al., 2011). Recent 
studies have identified an interaction with 
Patronin, an MT minus end–binding protein, 
which together with Shot promotes MT po-
larization required for apical–basal epithelial 
polarity as well as the oocyte anterior–pos-
terior axis (Khanal et al., 2016; Nashchekin 
et al., 2016). Studies in Drosophila S2 cells 
have provided molecular insights into Shot’s 
role in dynamic cytoskeletal organization. 
GAS2 domain–mediated MT interactions 
are critical for stabilization against lateral 
movements. Cross-linking to actin filaments 
via the ABD maintains this MT-stabilizing ef-
fect (Applewhite et al., 2010). Interestingly, 
GAS2-mediated MT binding is autoinhib-
ited before Shot activation at the MT plus 
end via the SxIP motif, and MT binding itself 
is dependent on an intact F-actin network 
(Applewhite et al., 2013).

These studies highlight a conserved role 
of spectraplakins in dynamic cytoskeletal 

cross-talk involved in cell migration and morphogenesis. However, 
these studies have all been conducted in nondividing cells, and thus 
the role of spectraplakins in cell division is unclear. Here we have 
investigated the mitotic functions of Shot in Drosophila S2 cells and 
the imaginal wing disk epithelium. We find that knockdown of Shot 
expression results in diverse mitotic defects, including unfocused 
spindle poles, defective spindle orientation, and compromised 
chromosome movements. Interestingly, the processes altered 
following Shot loss are all known to require activity of the Dynein/
Dynactin complex. We find that an intact ShotABD is both necessary 
and sufficient for direct in vitro interaction with Actin-related Pro-
tein-1 (Arp-1), an integral component of the Dynactin complex 
structure required for Dynein activation (Kardon and Vale, 2009), 
and knockdown of Arp-1 universally phenocopies the loss of Shot in 
dividing cells. Chemical disruption of F-actin, however, only partially 
resembles the effects of Shot knockdown. Using Drosophila wing 
disk epithelia as an in vivo tissue model, we show that loss of Shot 
causes induction of apoptosis, the prevention of which generates 
an epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT)-like phenotype. Collec-
tively our results demonstrate novel mitotic functions of Shot and 
suggest these are, at least partially, dependent on interaction with 
the Dynactin complex as opposed to its known F-actin cross-linking 
activity during interphase.

RESULTS
Shot localizes to mitotic spindle poles and MTs
We first examined the localization of Shot in mitotic S2 cells using 
fluorophore-tagged transgenes containing specific modular do-
mains of the protein (Figure 1A). Full-length Shot fused to green 

contain multiple modular domains that together confer the capabil-
ity of physical association with all three cytoskeletal components 
(Figure 1A). Most spectraplakins contain tandem N-terminal cal-
ponin homology (CH) domains that bind F-actin (referred to here as 
the actin-binding domain, ABD) and C-terminal Growth Arrest Spe-
cific Protein 2 (GAS2) and SxIP domains that bind to the lattice and 
plus ends of MTs, respectively (Applewhite et al., 2010; Suozzi et al., 
2012). The central spectrin repeats not only provide physical separa-
tion of actin- and MT-binding regions but are also considered to 
provide structural flexibility that may be important for accommodat-
ing the dynamic nature of the cross-linked components and contrib-
ute to Shortstop (Shot) autoinhibition (Applewhite et al., 2013).

Owing to their unique cytoskeletal cross-linking capacity, spec-
traplakins have been shown to participate in diverse cellular func-
tions. The mammalian microtubule actin cross-linking factor 1 
(MACF1), also called actin cross-linking factor 7 (ACF7), plays a 
crucial role in endodermal cell migration during wound healing, a 
process that requires both actin- and MT-binding functionalities 
(Kodama et al., 2003). Further studies in skin epidermis indicated an 
important role for ACF7 in maintaining proper dynamics of actin-
based focal adhesions through physical coupling with MTs (Wu 
et al., 2008). Interestingly, ACF7 is capable of cross-linking and ori-
enting noncentrosomal MTs to F-actin by regulating focal adhesion 
dynamics during migration of cultured human epithelial cells (Ning 
et al., 2016). A similar function has recently been described in speci-
fying the anterior–posterior axis during Drosophila embryonic 
development (Nashchekin et al., 2016).

Studies on Drosophila Shortstop (Shot), the lone ACF7 orthologue 
in flies, have demonstrated a role in neuronal axon development. 

FIGURE 1: Shot localizes to mitotic spindle poles and directly binds Arp-1. (A) Domain diagram 
illustrates the modular structure of Shot. Tandem CH domains bind F-actin filaments; Spectrin 
repeats provide the core central structure; EF Hand (EFH) domain has no described function; 
Growth arrest specific protein 2 (GAS2) domain binds microtubule lattices; SxIP motif binds EB1 for 
microtubule +TIP localization. (B) Full-length ShotA localizes primarily to mitotic poles, with 
additional puncta found along spindle microtubules (yellow arrows). ShotC, lacking the CH1 
domain due to alternative splicing, localizes throughout the mitotic spindle. Deletion of the 
C-terminal SxIP motifs (ShotΔCT) results in primarily diffuse cytoplasmic localization. Treatment with 
Cyt-D does not reduce or enhance ShotA pole localization. (C) His-Arp-1 directly interacts with GST-
ShotABD (comprising CH1–CH2 domains); the CH2 domain alone is insufficient for Arp-1 binding. 
ABD mutations L238A and L340P reduce and completely ablate Arp-1 binding, respectively. Shot 
C-terminus (aa 5071–5501) does not bind Arp-1. GST alone is also devoid of binding.
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signaling (Johnston et al., 2013). Similar results were demonstrated 
in other reports investigating Wnt-dependent spindle positioning 
(Cabello et al., 2010; Castanon et al., 2012), as well as in those high-
lighting a generalized role of actin in this process (Kunda and Baum, 
2009; Nestor-Bergmann et al., 2014). We thus examined the role of 
Shot in spindle positioning as a potential novel component of this 
mitotic process. Polarized cortical crescents of Dsh were induced 
using the cell adhesion protein Echinoid as previously described, to 
which spindle orientation at metaphase was measured (Supplemen-
tal Figures S1 and 2A) (Johnston et al., 2009). Whereas control cells 
orient their spindle preferentially toward the center of the Ed:Dsh 
crescent, treatment with double-stranded RNA (RNA interference 
[RNAi]) targeted against the coding region of Shot randomized 
spindle orientation (Supplemental Figure S1). We next examined 
whether ShotRNAi could also perturb spindle orientation relative to 
Pins, a spindle-positioning cue not known to directly influence corti-
cal actin, using the same reconstitution system. Indeed, ShotRNAi 
disrupted Pins-mediated spindle positioning in a manner similar to 
that seen with Dsh (Figure 2, A and B), suggesting Shot plays a more 
generalized role in this process. Because Pins likely represents a 
more universal spindle orientation cue (Lu and Johnston, 2013), and 
has a more robust activity in the induced polarity assay, we chose to 
focus our efforts on it for the remainder of our studies.

We next examined the structure–function relationship of Shot-
dependent spindle orientation using a set of recombinant rescue 
constructs. Cells were treated with RNAi directed against the 3′ un-
translated region (UTR) of Shot to reduce endogenous expression 
and transfected with RNAi-resistant Shot transgenes as potential 
rescue constructs. As shown in Figure 2C, full-length Shot (ShotA) 
was able to rescue Pins-mediated spindle orientation. In contrast, a 
Shot isoform lacking the N-terminal actin-binding domain (ShotC) 
was incapable of rescue. Removing the C-terminal MT-associating 
“SxIP” motifs (ShotΔCT) also prevented rescue activity (Figure 2C). 
These results demonstrate that Shot, and more specifically both its 
actin- and MT-binding regions, is necessary during cell division for 
proper positioning of the mitotic spindle.

Several studies have demonstrated a role for the actin cortex in 
mitotic spindle assembly and orientation, a role seemingly con-
served from yeast to human cells (Kunda and Baum, 2009). To deter-
mine the role of F-actin in our Ed:Pins-based S2 cell system, we 
treated cells with Cyt-D; acute treatment resulted in spindle orienta-
tion randomization, indicating that cortical actin is necessary for Pins 
function in this system (Figure 2B). Treatment with Arp-1RNAi also 
uncoupled spindle orientation from Ed:Pins, as did treatment with 
RNAi directed against the Dynein heavy-chain Dhc64C (Figure 2B). 
We confirmed that both Shot and Dhc64C RNAi constructs were 
highly effective at protein knockdown using Western blot analysis 
(Supplemental Figure S2), although no suitable antibody was identi-
fied for examining Arp-1 levels. We also performed double ShotRNAi/
Arp-1RNAi and ShotRNAi/Dhc64CRNAi treatments and found these to 
be statistically indistinguishable from any single RNAi condition 
(Figure 2D). Whether Shot functions through F-actin filaments or 
Arp-1 to regulate spindle positioning cannot be completely de-
duced, although localization of ShotA, the only isoform that sup-
ports spindle orientation, is F-actin-independent in mitotic cells 
(Figure 1B), and loss of Shot is not synthetic with Arp-1 or Dhc64C 
loss, suggesting Arp-1 may be more relevant to its function.

Shot is required for bipolar spindle assembly
To determine whether Shot affects other aspects of spindle function 
beyond spatial orientation, we examined spindle assembly following 
Shot knockdown. ShotRNAi treatment resulted in a significant increase 

fluorescent protein (GFP:ShotA) predominantly localized to mitotic 
spindle poles (Figure 1B). GFP:ShotA signal was also noticeable in 
small puncta found localized along spindle MTs, including at or near 
the MT plus ends, suggesting Shot may have mitotic functions not 
only at spindle poles but also at MT tips similar to nondividing cells 
(Applewhite et al., 2010). Interestingly, a splice isoform of Shot with 
a unique N-terminal sequence that also lacks the calponin homol-
ogy 1 (CH1) domain, a critical part of the ABD (termed GFP:ShotC 
herein), localized throughout the mitotic spindle itself, likely medi-
ated through intact MT-binding domains (MBDs) in the C-terminus 
(Figure 1B). Recombinant removal of the C-terminal, MT-binding 
SxIP motifs (mCherry:ShotΔCT) resulted in a mostly diffuse cytoplas-
mic localization (Figure 1B). In contrast to exclusion of the complete 
ABD sequence in ShotC, treatment of cells with the mycotoxin cyto-
chalasin-D (Cyt-D), which disrupts existing F-actin filaments and pre-
vents further assembly, did not affect Shot localization at spindle 
poles or MTs either positively or negatively (Figure 1B). Altogether 
these results suggest that spindle poles represent a major site of 
Shot localization during mitosis, with a smaller fraction localizing to 
spindle MTs and that both ABDs and MBDs are required despite 
being independent of F-actin.

Shot directly binds the Dynactin component Arp-1
The persistence of Shot’s spindle pole localization following Cyt-D 
treatment suggested its ABD may have additional interactions be-
yond F-actin filaments crucial to its mitotic function. We reasoned 
that Shot may operate at spindle poles through interaction with Arp-
1, the key filamentous component of the Dynein-activating Dynactin 
complex (Kardon and Vale, 2009). Dynactin localizes to spindle poles 
in diverse cell types, where it contributes to bipolar spindle assembly 
(Gaglio et al., 1997; Quintyne et al., 1999). Additionally, cortically 
localized Dynactin contacts spindle MT asters to generate forces 
that determine spindle orientation (Siller et al., 2005; Siller and Doe, 
2008; Kotak et al., 2012). βIII-spectrin, a member of the spectrin fam-
ily from which spectraplakins evolved (Suozzi et al., 2012), directly 
binds Arp-1 to activate Dynein/Dynactin-mediated vesicular trans-
port. This interaction occurs through the tandem CH domains of βIII-
spectrin and is disrupted in spinocerebellar ataxia 5 (Holleran et al., 
2001; Ikeda et al., 2006; Clarkson et al., 2010). For examining this 
hypothesis directly, Shot tandem CH domains, the effective ABD, 
were expressed in Escherichia coli as a glutathione S-transferase 
(GST) fusion and immobilized on glutathione agarose resin. Arp-1 
was expressed with an N-terminal His tag and purified via Ni2+-NTA 
and size-exclusion chromatographies. His-Arp1 directly bound GST-
ShotABD in pull-down experiments (Figure 1C). Binding required both 
CH domains, as the CH2 alone was insufficient for Arp-1 interaction. 
Binding was significantly reduced in an L238A mutant, which is lo-
cated within the canonical actin-binding region of CH1 (Levine et al., 
1992). An L340P mutation found within CH2, which is analogous to 
the allelic βIII-spectrin mutation in cerebral ataxia (Clarkson et al., 
2010), completely abolished ShotABD binding to Arp-1 (Figure 1C). 
As an additional control, the C-terminus of Shot, which has no known 
actin-binding property, was used and showed no appreciable inter-
action with Arp-1. These results demonstrate the ability of the Sho-
tABD to directly bind a key component of the Dynactin complex and 
establish a possible molecular mechanism for direct involvement in 
Dynein-dependent processes during mitosis.

Shot is required for proper mitotic spindle orientation
Our previous work identified a role for cortical actin in spindle 
orientation mediated through Frizzled/Dishevelled (Fz/Dsh), which 
induces Rho-dependent actin polymerization through noncanonical 
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in cells with abnormal spindle morphology. 
Specifically, one or both spindle poles were 
often unfocused, with K-fibers splayed at 
their ends despite the presence of an intact, 
γ-tubulin–positive centrosome, with ShotRNAi 
inducing a 2.05-fold increase in K-fiber 
spread distance (Figure 3B). The number of 
spindle poles was not significantly altered 
by Shot loss, and the predominant pheno-
type could be described as bipolar, unfo-
cused spindles (Figure 3A). We next per-
formed rescue experiments to determine 
the structure–activity relationship of Shot-
dependent pole focusing. As with spindle 
orientation, full-length Shot (ShotA) expres-
sion conferred a significant rescue effect, 
whereas constructs lacking the ABD (ShotC) 
or MBD (ShotΔCT) were devoid of rescue 
activity for spindle pole focusing (Figure 3B). 
Cells treated with Cyt-D had a smaller but 
significant increase in unfocused spindle 
poles (1.67-fold increase). Treatment with 
Arp-1RNAi and Dhc64CRNAi resulted in 1.99- 
and 1.74-fold increases in pole distance, 
respectively (Figure 3B). As with spindle ori-
entation, double RNAi treatments of Shot 
together with either Arp-1 or Dhc64C (or 
Arp-1 and Dhc64C together) did not result 
in further worsening of pole focusing (Figure 
3B), suggesting these factors may function 
together within the same pathway. Thus 
Shot is critical for proper spindle pole focus-
ing, potentially through interactions with F-
actin, Dynein/Dynactin, or both. Several 
studies have demonstrated that normal 
spindle pole focusing occurs through over-
lapping activities of minus-end microtubule 
motors, including the Dynein/Dynactin 
complex (Gaglio et al., 1996; Walczak et al., 
1998; Merdes et al., 2000; Maiato et al., 
2004; Goshima et al., 2005; Morales-Mulia 
and Scholey, 2005). Although cortical actin 
has been shown to contribute to centro-
some dynamics and spindle assembly in 
some systems (Moulding et al., 2007; 
Carreno et al., 2008; Kunda et al., 2008; 
Sandquist et al., 2011), additional evidence 
suggests its main role is cell rounding, rather 
than a direct role per se, and is therefore 
dispensable in isolated, nonconfined cells 
(Lancaster et al., 2013). Furthermore, nor-
mal bipolar spindles can form in cell extracts 
that are likely devoid of F-actin filaments 
(Heald et al., 1996).

Shot is required for timely 
chromosome congression necessary 
for anaphase onset
To identify additional mitotic functions 
of Shot, particularly those known to de-
pend on Dynactin/Dynein activity, we next 

FIGURE 2: Shot is required for mitotic spindle orientation. (A) S2 cells transfected with 
Ed:GFP:Pins (or Ed:FLAG:Pins pseudocolored green for ShotA rescue) were induced to form small 
(two to three cells) clusters that cortically polarize Pins at sites of cell contact. The orientation of 
the mitotic spindle (marked by α-tubulin in red) was measured relative to the center of the 
induced Pins crescent. Representative images are shown for control, ShotRNAi-mediated loss of 
spindle orientation, and ShotA rescue of the ShotRNAi phenotype. (B) Graph of cumulative 
percentage of measurements vs. spindle angle demonstrating the loss of activity following RNAi 
directed against Shot, Arp-1, or Dhc64C. Treatment of cells with Cyt-D also prevents proper 
spindle orientation, whereas DMSO was without effect. Symbols represent individual 
measurements taken from at least three independent experiments. *, p < 0.05 compared with 
control; analysis of variance (ANOVA), Tukey’s post hoc test. (C) Expression of RNAi-resistant Shot 
rescue transgenes demonstrates the necessity of both actin- and MT-binding functions in spindle 
orientation. ShotA, but not ShotC or ShotΔCT, is capable of rescuing Ed:Pins-mediated spindle 
orientation in the absence of endogenous Shot expression (generated with RNAi against the Shot 
3′-UTR). Symbols represent individual measurements taken from at least three independent 
experiments. *, p < 0.05 compared with control; #, p < 0.05 compared with ShotRNAi; ANOVA, 
Tukey’s post hoc test. (D) Combined treatment with Shot, Arp-1, and Dhc64C RNAi does not 
differ from any single RNAi treatment alone. Symbols represent individual measurements taken 
from at least three independent experiments. *, p < 0.05 compared with control; ANOVA, Tukey’s 
post hoc test. (E) Epithelial cells of the Drosophila imaginal wing disk normally orient spindles 
parallel to actin-dense folds. Shown are representative images for control and ShotRNAi-expressing 
cells. (F) Cumulative percentage graph depicting the magnitude of spindle orientation loss 
following ShotRNAi expression. ShotRNAi expression caused a significant reduction in spindle 
orientation accuracy. p < 0.05, Student’s t test.
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To quantify this effect more precisely, we 
induced monopolar spindles using RNAi 
against Klp61F, the Drosophila orthologue 
of the Eg5 kinesin required for separation of 
duplicated centrosomes and spindle bipo-
larity (Sawin et al., 1992), and measured the 
distance from GFP:CID-positive centro-
meres to the center of this single pole 
(Figure 4B). ShotRNAi and Arp-1RNAi caused 
similar and statistically significant increases 
in this centromere–pole distance relative to 
control (Figure 4, C and D). Increased dis-
tance from the pole is consistent with over-
whelming PEFs in the absence of minus-end 
movements through Dynein (Barisic et al., 
2014). To test this, we treated cells with 
RNAi against the PEF-generating chromoki-
nesin, Nod. As expected, treatment with 
NodRNAi alone reduced the centromere–
pole distance, consistent with unopposed 
Dynein function. Under double-knockdown 
conditions, ShotRNAi suppressed the effects 
of NodRNAi, yielding an intermediate dis-
tance similar to control cells (Figure 4D). 
Finally, treatment of cells with Cyt-D did not 
significantly affect chromosome distance 
relative to control, again indicating that F-
actin does not play an essential role in this 
process under these experimental condi-
tions. These findings collectively suggest a 
model in which Shot aids in Dynein-medi-
ated chromosome forces that permit pole-
ward transport, presumably through an 
interaction with Arp-1.

Proper chromosome congression and 
alignment are necessary for timely anaphase 

onset and mitotic exit. Once chromosomes congress and become 
bi-oriented at the metaphase plate, Dynein-mediated forces are 
used to remove components of the spindle assembly checkpoint 
(SAC) from kinetochores, triggering anaphase onset, and to subse-
quently help separate sister chromatids to their respective spindle 
poles during anaphase (Howell et al., 2001; Bader and Vaughan, 
2010). To determine whether Shot has a role in cell cycle timing, we 
measured the time from nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB) to ana-
phase onset using live-cell imaging of S2 cells expressing GFP:CID 
and α-tubulin:mCherry. Anaphase onset in control cells occurred 
47.8 ± 18.9 (n = 8) min following NEB. Knockdown of Shot, Arp-1, or 
Dhc64C each resulted in significant delay of anaphase onset, with 
the majority of cells experiencing metaphase arrest (five out of 
seven, five out of nine, and eight out of nine, respectively; Figure 5B). 
Overall ShotRNAi increased NEB–anaphase timing to 143.8 ± 63.05 
(n = 7) min, whereas Arp-1RNAi and Dhc64CRNAi had similar average 
timings of 126.4 ± 63.05 (n = 9) and 176.4 ± 10.7 (n = 9) min to ana-
phase onset (Figure 5). Cells arrested in metaphase failed to enter 
anaphase even after 180 min, the time point at which we stopped 
imaging due to photobleaching and concerns of phototoxicity, and 
suggesting that these numbers may underrepresent the magnitude 
of the anaphase delay in RNAi-treated cells. To corroborate these 
live-cell results, we also measured the mitotic index in respective 
fixed cell populations: control cells 2.1% (n = 3488), ShotRNAi cells 
9.1% (n = 2539), Arp-1RNAi cells 8.6% (n = 2361), and Dhc64CRNAi 
cells 8.8% (n = 3014). These results are consistent with previous 

examined chromosome congression (Sharp et al., 2000; Yang et al., 
2007). Following nuclear envelope breakdown, microtubule plus 
ends search and capture chromosome kinetochores, which must 
then be correctly congressed to the metaphase plate and properly 
aligned to ensure timely cell cycle progression and accurate segre-
gation at anaphase. Complete congression of polar chromosomes 
to the spindle equator requires a coordinated effort of Aurora ki-
nases, the CENP-E kinesin motor, and Dynein (Kim et al., 2010). 
Dynein is necessary to oppose polar ejection forces (PEFs), gener-
ated by plus end–directed kinesin motors, allowing for a net minus-
end movement of chromosomes along astral microtubules to spin-
dle poles (Barisic et al., 2014). Whereas control S2 cells typically did 
not show chromosomal congression defects (15.4%, n = 156), 
ShotRNAi treatment resulted in cells frequently having noncon-
gressed, pole-localized chromosomes at metaphase (43.5%, 
n = 184), which were visualized using the histone-like centromere 
marker, Centromere Identifier (Drosophila orthologue of CENP-A), 
fused to GFP (GFP:CID) (Figure 4A). RNAi directed against Arp-1 
resulted in a similar congression defect (41.3%, n = 184), as did 
treatment with Dhc64CRNAi (54.3%, n = 280). In contrast, Cyt-D treat-
ment did not significantly increase the incidence of defective con-
gression relative to control (18.5%, n = 173), suggesting that this 
Shot phenotype is strictly independent of F-actin interactions. Fur-
thermore, ShotRNAi/Arp-1RNAi and ShotRNAi/Dhc64CRNAi double 
knockdowns did not significantly differ from any single RNAi treat-
ment condition (49.6%, n = 354, and 51.5%, n = 518, respectively).

FIGURE 3: Shot is required for focusing of mitotic spindle poles. (A) Three significant 
phenotypes were observed for spindle morphology: “Bipolar Focused” as normal, “Bipolar 
Unfocused” in which one or both poles are unfocused although two γ-tubulin positive 
centrosomes are still present, and “Monopolar Unfocused” in which one unfocused pole is 
devoid of a γ -tubulin–positive centrosome. Representative images are shown for control, 
ShotRNAi-treated, and Arp-1RNAi-treated S2 cells with α-tubulin marked red, γ -tubulin marked 
green, and PH3 marked blue. ShotRNAi and Arp-1RNAi each lead to a selective increase in “Bipolar 
Unfocused” spindles at the expense of “Bipolar Focused.” (B) Table summarizing all conditions 
tested. Data represent the average width of both spindle poles divided by spindle length. 
Numbers in parentheses are the total number of cells measured for each condition. Only ShotA 
was capable of rescuing spindle pole focusing. ShotRNAi was indistinguishable from both 
Arp-1RNAi and Dhc64CRNAi. Double RNAi treatments were not significantly worse than single 
RNAi treatments, nor was combination treatment with Cyt-D. Statistical analyses were 
performed with ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test (*, p < 0.05 compared with control; 
#, p < 0.05 compared with ShotRNAi).
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reports (Morales-Mulia and Scholey, 2005) 
and further substantiate the effects of Shot 
loss on mitotic exit. To differentiate between 
the potential roles of F-actin and Arp-1 in 
Shot-dependent cell cycle progression, we 
examined effects of Cyt-D on anaphase 
timing. In contrast to Arp-1 loss, treatment 
with Cyt-D did not significantly affect NEB–
anaphase timing (29.4 ± 8.6 min, n = 12; 
Figure 5B). We also examined RNAi against 
βIII-spectrin, which also binds Arp-1, but for 
the purpose of vesicular traffic in nondivid-
ing cells. This treatment did not significantly 
increase cell cycle timing, indicating speci-
ficity in Arp-1–binding interactions.

To ascertain whether activation of the 
SAC was responsible for this delay, we used 
RNAi against Rod, a member of the RZZ 

FIGURE 4: Shot is required for poleward 
congression of mitotic chromosomes. (A) S2 
cells stably expressing GFP:CID were treated 
with control, ShotRNAi, or Arp-1RNAi and 
visualized using antibodies against α-tubulin 
(red) and PH3 (blue). ShotRNAi and Arp-1RNAi 
each significantly increase the percent of cells 
with noncongressed chromosomes 
(*, p < 0.05; ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc 
test). Percent of cells with noncongressed 
chromosomes for additional conditions not 
shown: Dhc64CRNAi = 54.3% (n = 280), 
p < 0.05; ShotRNAi + Arp-1RNAi = 49.7% 
(n = 312), p < 0.05; ShotRNAi + Dhc64CRNAi = 
51.5% (n = 518), p < 0.05; Arp-1RNAi + 
Dhc64CRNAi = 50.8% (n = 354), p < 0.05; and 
Cyt-D = 18.5% (n = 173), not significant. 
Double RNAi treatments did not 
significantly differ from single RNAi 
treatments. (B) Schematic depicting 
Klp61FRNAi-mediated monopolar spindle 
assay. Chromosomes move along monopolar 
asters by means of two opposing forces: a 
plus-end PEF generated by the 
chromokinesin Nod, and a minus-end 
“poleward force” generated by Dynein/
Dynactin. Loss of PEF or poleward forces is 
predicted to result in a decrease or increase 
in pole-to-chromosome distance, 
respectively. (C) Representative images for 
selective experimental conditions illustrate 
monopolar microtubules marked with 
α-tubulin (red), mitotic chromosomes marked 
with PH3 (blue), and centromeres marked 
with GFP:CID (green). (D) Plots for all data 
collected across each experimental condition. 
Whereas NodRNAi decreased centromere-to-
pole distance, both ShotRNAi and Arp-1RNAi 
resulted in an increase in this metric. 
Cotreatment with NodRNAi and ShotRNAi 
resulted in an intermediate distance. Cyt-D 
was without significant effect. *, p < 0.05; 
ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test.
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complex and a key component of the SAC 
(Basto et al., 2000). Indeed, RodRNAi sup-
pressed the effects of both ShotRNAi and Ar-
p1RNAi by shortening anaphase onset timing 
to a level similar to RodRNAi alone, which was 
slightly hastened compared with control 
cells (Figure 5). These results suggest that 
Shot functions together with Arp-1 to pro-
mote Dynein-mediated cell cycle timing by 
aiding in the proper silencing of the SAC 
necessary for mitotic checkpoint inactiva-
tion and anaphase transition. Surprisingly, 
when cells were treated with a combination 
of ShotRNAi and Arp-1RNAi (or ShotRNAi and 
Dhc64CRNAi) the anaphase onset delay seen 
in each single RNAi treatment was sup-
pressed, and only a minority of cells in these 
conditions experienced metaphase arrest 
(Figure 5B). Concordantly, the mitotic index 
in the Shot/Arp-1 double knockdown was 
significantly reduced (4.1%, n = 3600), while 
the Shot/Dhc double knockdown caused an 
even more complete reversal (2.8%, n = 
3383). Treatment with an Arp-1RNAi/Dhc-
64CRNAi combination did not, however, dif-
fer from single RNAi treatments in either 
metric, indicating the loss of cell cycle arrest 
in Shot double knockdowns is not due to 
nonspecific effects such as RNA toxicity.

Shot is required for proper 
chromosome segregation during 
anaphase but not for cytokinesis
We next examined whether loss of Shot, in 
addition to delaying anaphase onset, might 
also impact chromosome segregation once 
anaphase commences. We again used S2 
cells stably expressing GFP:CID to quantify 
the incidence of chromosome segregation 
errors. Control cells showed a moderate in-
cidence of lagging or bridged chromo-
somes (23.7%, n = 169). ShotRNAi treatment 
significantly increased segregation defects 
(42.4%, n = 172; Figure 6). Arp-1RNAi and 
Dhc64CRNAi treatments resulted in similar 
effects (63.9%, n = 161, and 49.8%, n = 241, 
respectively), although the effects of 
Arp-1RNAi were more prominent (Figure 6). 
Cyt-D, however, did not lead to significant 
chromosome segregation errors (23.1%, n = 
186), nor did it alter the effects of ShotRNAi 
and Arp-1RNAi when treated in combination 
(Figure 6B). These results collectively sug-
gest that Shot participates in chromosome 
segregation independent of F-actin and 
may rather function in Dynein/Dynactin-me-
diated poleward forces (Sharp et al., 2000). 
Double RNAi treatment against Shot/Arp-1 
or Shot/Dhc64C each resulted in elevated 
levels of segregation defects relative to 
single knockdowns (75.1%, n = 218, and 

FIGURE 5: Shot loss activates the SAC to delay mitotic exit. (A) Live-cell imaging was 
conducted on S2 cells stably expressing inducible GFP:CID and mCherry:α-tubulin. Images are 
shown from representative movies of control, ShotRNAi-treated, and ShotRNAi/RodRNAi-cotreated 
cells at indicated time points relative to NEB. Whereas control and double-mutant cells 
progress to anaphase within ∼20 min, ShotRNAi-treated cells frequently undergo metaphase 
arrest. The arrow in the ShotRNAi/RodRNAi anaphase image indicates a lagging chromosome. 
The arrows in metaphase images of ShotRNAi highlight a noncongressed chromosome that 
remains at the spindle pole. (B) Plot of NEB-to-anaphase timing for all movies taken from 
indicated experimental conditions. ShotRNAi, Arp-1RNAi, and Dhc64CRNAi each induces a 
significant delay that results from cells frequently arresting in metaphase. Loss of the SAC 
component Rod suppressed both the ShotRNAi- and Arp-1RNAi–mediated metaphase arrest 
phenotype. Combined treatments of ShotRNAi/Arp-1RNAi or ShotRNAi/Dhc64CRNAi caused a 
suppression of metaphase arrest seen in single RNAi conditions, whereas Arp-1RNAi/
Dhc64CRNAi dual treatment did not differ from either treatment alone. Cyt-D treatment did not 
affect cell cycle timing, nor did RNAi against the spectrin protein βIII-spectrin. Data points are 
measured from individual cell divisions representing at least three independent experiments. 
*, p < 0.05 compared with control; #, p < 0.05 compared with ShotRNAi alone; ANOVA with 
Tukey’s post hoc test.
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81.6%, n = 223, respectively; Figure 6B). We 
believe that these results are a direct result 
of the loss of metaphase arrest described 
earlier for these conditions. Loss of Shot, 
Arp-1, or Dhc alone likely triggers anaphase 
delay due to defective chromosome con-
gression and alignment. Slippage from the 
SAC under these double RNAi treatments 
could thus explain the high rates of segre-
gation errors.

Finally, to assess the role of Shot and 
Arp-1 in cytokinesis, we quantified the per-
centage of binucleated S2 cells with the un-
derstanding that failed cytokinesis results in 
retention of both daughter nuclei in the 
original mother cell. Control cells were 
1.18% binucleated (n = 1348). RNAi against 
Shot or Arp-1 each resulted in a small but 
insignificant increase in binucleated cells to 
2.28% (n = 1097) and 2.98% (n = 1508), re-
spectively, suggesting that neither of these 
components is critical for completing cytoki-
nesis. In contrast, treatment with Cyt-D to 
ablate cortical F-actin, which is a well-estab-
lished component of the cleavage furrow 
and contractile ring (Glotzer, 2005), resulted 
in a significant increase to 43.7% (n = 958) 
binucleated cells. Thus Shot plays an impor-
tant role in chromosome dynamics and mi-
totic exit but does not appear to regulate 
the actomyosin ring function during cleav-
age furrow ingression and cytokinesis.

Shot is required for proper epithelial 
cell divisions in vivo
Having elucidated several novel mitotic 
functions of Shot in vitro, we sought to inves-
tigate how Shot participates in proper devel-
opment of an animal tissue in vivo. To do so, 
we used imaginal wing disks from third instar 
Drosophila larvae, the predecessors to the 
adult wing structure that represent an excel-
lent epithelial cell model and have been 
used extensively in the study of tissue growth 
and homeostasis (Hariharan, 2015). We first 
examined whether Shot participates in spin-
dle orientation in this tissue. Wing disks dis-
play a characteristic pattern of actin-rich 
folds, and we have shown that adjacent cells 
normally orient their spindles parallel to 
these folds (Figure 2E) (Dewey et al., 2015). 
We expressed short hairpin RNA against 
Shot using Nubbin-GAL4 (nub>GAL4) that 
drives expression ubiquitously in the wing 
disk pouch. ShotRNAi randomized spindle ori-
entation (Figure 2, E and F), demonstrating 
its role in oriented cell division is relevant in 
animal tissue. The effects of ShotRNAi were 
similar in magnitude to RNAi against Mud, a 
previously identified spindle-orienting com-
ponent in these cells (Nakajima et al., 2013; 
Dewey et al., 2015). Recent studies have 

FIGURE 6: Shot loss induces chromosome segregation defects. (A) GFP:CID-expressing S2 cells 
were fixed and marked with α-tubulin (red) and PH3 (blue) antibodies. Representative images 
are shown for indicated conditions. Control and Cyt-D–treated cells undergo mostly normal 
anaphase chromosome segregation, whereas ShotRNAi and Arp-1RNAi both induce lagging and 
bridged chromosomes. (B) Table shows quantification of defective segregation phenotype for all 
conditions tested. Treatment with Arp-1RNAi or Dhc64CRNAi had resulted in phenotypes similar to 
ShotRNAi, although Arp-1RNAi effects are significantly stronger. Cyt-D treatment, however, did not 
affect chromosome segregation, nor did it potentiate either ShotRNAi or Arp-1RNAi effects. 
Although combination RNAi treatment against Arp-1 and Dhc64C was not worse than either 
alone, concomitant loss of Shot and Arp-1 or Shot and Dhc64C was significantly worse than 
either condition alone. *, p < 0.05 compared with control; #, p < 0.05 compared with ShotRNAi 
alone; ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test.
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its effects were significantly more dramatic than any of the other con-
ditions examined (Figure 7A). ShotRNAi, and to an even greater extent 
Arp-1RNAi, also caused morphological abnormalities in the F-actin–
dense folds of the wing pouch, indicating that their loss is detrimen-
tal to the overall tissue architecture (Figure 7A). To understand the 
importance of cell death in these contexts, we expressed the apop-
tosis inhibitor, p35. We also generated double transgenic lines that 
express p35 simultaneously with ShotRNAi. We quantified the area of 
tissue expressing Matrix metalloproteinase 1 (MMP-1), a key marker 
of EMT, under these conditions. Expression of p35, but not ShotRNAi 
alone, resulted in induction of MMP-1 expression. Coexpression of 
p35 with ShotRNAi resulted in a marked and synergistic expression of 
MMP-1 (Figure 7C). These results indicate that, although apoptosis 
following Shot loss can lead to mild defects in epithelial tissue archi-
tecture, it is likely a response to prevent more substantive alterations 
should Shot-defective cells be allowed to persist.

shown that centrosome loss (following RNAi against SAS-4) also 
disrupts spindle orientation in wing disks (Poulton et al., 2014), 
whereas supernumerary centrosomes induce only a mild disruption 
(Sabino et al., 2015). Despite abnormal spindle positioning, centro-
some numbers in wing disks expressing ShotRNAi were not altered, 
with all cells containing two γ-tubulin–positive structures, consistent 
with results from S2 cells.

We next sought to determine the consequences of Shot loss on 
tissue development. We first examined apoptosis using cleaved cas-
pase-3 as a molecular marker. Expression of ShotRNAi resulted in an 
increased apoptosis similar to other genes that have recently shown 
to induce apoptosis in wing disks, including the centrosomal protein 
Sas-4 (Figure 7A) (Poulton et al., 2014). In contrast to Sas-4, however, 
loss of Shot did not increase the expression of phosphorylated (acti-
vated) JNK, suggesting a JNK-independent mode of cell death 
(Figure 7B). Interestingly, Arp-1RNAi also induced apoptosis; however, 

FIGURE 7: Shot loss activates apoptosis in Drosophila epithelia and leads to disruption of tissue morphology. 
(A) Imaginal wing disks were dissected from late-stage L3 larvae, fixed, and stained for Cleaved Caspase-3 (green) and 
Alexa Fluor 568–phalloidin (red) to stain F-actin. ShotRNAi causes an increase in apoptotic cells similar in magnitude to 
Sas-4RNAi. Arp-1RNAi induces a strikingly more significant apoptotic response. ShotRNAi and, more so, Arp-1RNAi often lead 
to noticeable alterations in the morphology of F-actin folds. *, p < 0.05 compared to Control and #, p < 0.05 compared 
to ShotRNAi, ANOVA. (B) Imaginal wing disks were dissected from late-stage L3 larvae, fixed, and stained for 
phosphorylated-JNK (green) and Alexa Fluor 568–phalloidin (red). Whereas ShotRNAi does not increase p-JNK levels, 
Arp-1RNAi and Sas-4RNAi cause a similar degree of increase. *, p < 0.05 compared to Control, ANOVA. (C) Imaginal wing 
disks were dissected from late-stage L3 larvae, fixed, and stained for Matrix metalloproteinase (green) and Alexa Fluor 
568–phalloidin (red). ShotRNAi alone does not significantly affect MMP-1, whereas expression of the antiapoptotic protein 
p35 leads to a moderate increase. Coexpression of ShotRNAi and p35 leads to a dramatic and synergistic increase in 
MMP-1 expression as well as significant deformation in F-actin morphology. *, p < 0.05 compared to Control and 
#, p < 0.05 compared to p35, ANOVA.
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for orienting the spindle in these cells (Kotak et al., 2012). Dynactin 
also plays a critical role in spindle assembly, particularly in the orga-
nization of spindle poles (Merdes et al., 1996, 2000; Gaglio et al., 
1997; Quintyne et al., 1999; Morales-Mulia and Scholey, 2005).

These parallel effects of F-actin and Arp-1/Dynactin on spindle 
morphology and orientation complicate the interpretation of this 
Shot phenotype. Shot interacts with both F-actin and Arp-1, and 
Shot loss has effects on spindle assembly and orientation similar to 
those of both Cyt-D treatment and Arp-1RNAi. Thus a complete mole-
cular picture of Shot function in these processes will require further 
investigation. It is worth noting that Cyt-D treatment did not disrupt 
Shot localization in metaphasic S2 cells, a result consistent with a 
model in which Arp-1 plays a more important role in Shot mitotic 
function. Furthermore, concomitant loss of Shot and either Arp-1 or 
Dhc did not further potentiate the effects of either alone, suggesting 
they operate in a common pathway. Mitotic spindle poles represent 
one prominent site for Shot localization, and we suggest that Shot, 
a large structural protein, could physically connect cortical actin with 
astral MTs as a means of spindle capturing, an important and con-
served feature of spindle positioning (Huisman and Segal, 2005; 
Johnston et al., 2009). Alternatively, but not mutually exclusively, 
Shot interaction with Arp-1 at spindle poles could directly partici-
pate in Dynactin/Dynein activity to ensure proper focusing of MTs 
and the force generation created by minus-end motor activity.

Molecular model for how Shot regulates Dynein function
MT motor proteins participate in diverse cellular events. In contrast to 
the relatively large family of plus end–directed kinesin motor pro-
teins, cytoplasmic Dynein represents the sole minus end–directed 
motor within the cell (note that at least one unique member of the 
kinesin family also has minus-end directionality). Yet the diversity of 
cellular functions involving Dynein easily matches that of the much 
larger kinesin superfamily. How then can this single, yet functionally 
diverse Dynein motor be properly regulated across its range of 
activities? Furthermore, Dynein/Dynactin alone is a nonprocessive 
motor, raising the question of how processive function can be 
achieved. These apparent problems are solved by the existence of a 
large group of “adaptor” proteins that together regulate both the 
localization and processive activity of the Dynein/Dynactin complex 
(Kardon and Vale, 2009). Dynactin itself is a large, multiprotein com-
plex, including its core Arp-1 filament, that aids in Dynein localization, 
cargo assembly, and minus-end movement (Kardon and Vale, 2009). 
The adaptor protein BICD2 forms a tripartite complex with Dynein 
and Dynactin that stabilizes binding of the Dynein tail to Arp-1 
(Urnavicius et al., 2015). Dynactin binding induces conformational 
changes in the Dynein motor domains that ultimately lead to proces-
sive minus-end movements (McKenney et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 
2017). A diverse set of these adaptor proteins may, therefore, provide 
spatiotemporal and functionally specific activation of Dynein activity. 
One such adaptor, Spindly, targets Dynein to kinetochores and is nec-
essary for the poleward removal of the RZZ/Mad2 complex that si-
lences SAC signaling (Griffis et al., 2007). Spindly binds Dynactin; 
however, it associates with the Pointed-End Complex rather than the 
Arp-1 filament (Gama et al., 2017). The ability of Shot to directly as-
sociate with the Arp-1 component of Dynactin suggests it may serve 
an adaptor role as well, ultimately leading to enhanced Dynein activ-
ity. Results presented herein suggest this may be particularly impor-
tant in Dynein-dependent chromosome transport to spindle poles, as 
Shot loss leads to deficits in both chromosome congression and seg-
regation, ultimately delaying cell cycle progression (Figures 4–6).

The mitotic arrest induced by Shot loss is phenocopied by reduc-
tion of Arp-1 or Dhc, and inhibition of the SAC by knockdown of 

DISCUSSION
Spectraplakins are large, modular scaffolds that facilitate dynamic 
cross-linking interactions between components of the cellular cyto-
skeleton. These proteins have well-established roles in facilitating cell 
migration, organizing multicellular tissue structures, and maintaining 
MT organization (Applewhite et al., 2010; Suozzi et al., 2012). Al-
though remarkably diverse, these functions all contribute to activities 
that primarily operate in nondividing cells. We have shown here that 
Shot, the lone Drosophila spectraplakin gene, also plays an impor-
tant role in mitotic cells. Specifically, loss of Shot results in a multifac-
eted phenotype characterized by unfocused mitotic spindle poles, 
misaligned spindles, and defective chromosome dynamics. Shot loss 
frequently leads to metaphase arrest, which is likely due to activation 
of the SAC. These diverse mitotic processes all share a common trait 
in their dependence on the force-generating MT motor protein Dy-
nein (Raaijmakers et al., 2013; Prosser and Pelletier, 2017). Impor-
tantly, disruption of F-actin leads to deficits in spindle morphology 
and orientation but does not alter chromosome dynamics or cell cy-
cle timing, demonstrating that interactions with F-actin are insuffi-
cient to completely describe the Shot phenotype. Conversely, all 
Shot phenotypes are mimicked by loss of Arp-1, an essential compo-
nent of the Dynein-activating Dynactin complex, as well as loss of 
Dhc itself. The ABD of Shot directly interacts with Arp-1 in vitro, defin-
ing a physical link with the Dynactin complex. Finally, Shot loss in-
duces significant cell death in vivo, and preventing this apoptotic re-
sponse leads to marked expression of MMP-1 and epithelial 
disorganization, both classic hallmarks of EMT. We propose that 
Shot, in addition to its traditional role as an actin-MT cross-linking 
agent, serves as an important regulator of mitotic Dynein/Dynactin 
activity to help ensure the fidelity and accuracy of cell division.

Shot participates in mitotic spindle assembly and 
orientation
The role of F-actin in mitotic spindle assembly and positioning has 
been studied in a variety of cellular systems (Sandquist et al., 2011; 
Lancaster and Baum, 2014). In budding yeast, cortical actin plays an 
important role in centrosome guidance into the developing bud that 
aids in satisfying the spindle orientation checkpoint process that trig-
gers mitotic exit (Yin et al., 2000; Gachet et al., 2001). A similar mo-
dality contributes to bipolar spindle formation in mammalian cells: 
the F-actin cortex is necessary for centrosome separation and orien-
tation after NEB through a myosin II–dependent connection with 
astral MTs (Rosenblatt et al., 2004). Chemical disruption of cortical 
actin induces spindle orientation defects in mammalian cell culture 
(Thery et al., 2005; Toyoshima and Nishida, 2007). Recent studies 
have shown that external forces controlling cell shape can dictate 
spindle assembly and positioning (Fink et al., 2011; Lancaster et al., 
2013; Petridou and Skourides, 2014). The Ezrin–Radixin–Moesin 
(ERM) family of proteins, which associate with the F-actin–rich cortex, 
represents a likely candidate for mediating this effect by ensuring 
cortical localization of core spindle orientation machinery (Hebert et 
al., 2012; Kiyomitsu and Cheeseman, 2013; Machicoane et al., 2014).

Arp-1 (or more generally the Dynactin complex) is also an impor-
tant component of spindle assembly and positioning. Dynactin is 
essential for spindle orientation in Drosophila neural stem cells, 
where it is thought to exert cortical forces on spindle poles to estab-
lish proper positioning as part of a complex with Dynein and Mud/
NuMA (Bowman et al., 2006; Siller et al., 2006; Siller and Doe, 
2008). Studies in HeLa cells have shown that NuMA is necessary for 
asymmetric cortical Dynactin localization (including Arp-1 itself), 
which is critical for proper spindle positioning (Kiyomitsu and Chee-
seman, 2012). In fact, this cortical localization of Dynactin is sufficient 
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Rod suppresses both ShotRNAi- and Arp-1RNAi–mediated arrest. Inter-
estingly, concomitant loss of Shot and Arp-1 or Shot and Dhc 
prevents effects on both mitotic arrest and index. Although the 
molecular basis for this effect is not immediately obvious, we specu-
late it could be due to a reduced efficiency and/or sustainability of 
the SAC resulting from less stable kinetochore MTs in the absence 
of Shot. Shot is known to function in stabilizing interphase microtu-
bules (Applewhite et al., 2010). Unstable MTs could compromise 
kinetochore associations; however, this would be predicted to in-
crease SAC signaling (Tauchman et al., 2015). A more plausible 
model could be that certain SAC components are not properly 
localized in the double-mutant cells, allowing anaphase transition 
despite chromosome congression and/or alignment errors. The MT-
associated KMN network plays an important role in the recruitment 
of key SAC components (Varma and Salmon, 2012), the efficiency of 
which may be compromised in the absence of Shot. Why this effect 
is only seen in double RNAi (Shot/Arp-1 or Shot/Dhc) and not fol-
lowing ShotRNAi alone remains unclear. Knockdown of both Arp-1 
and Dhc does not suppress metaphase arrest, however, indicating 
that escape from mitotic arrest is dependent on Shot knockdown. 
The inability to arrest is not without consequences, as both Shot/
Arp-1 and Shot/Dhc64C double RNAi–treated cells exhibited 
extremely high rates of chromosome segregation defects.

βIII-spectrin, a gene in the spectrin superfamily from which spec-
traplakin proteins like Shot are thought to have evolved (Suozzi et al., 
2012), localizes to the Golgi membranes and is thought to enhance 
Dynein-mediated vesicle transport. Similar to Shot, βIII-spectrin in-
teracts with Arp-1 via its N-terminal ABD, and this interaction is ab-
lated by an L253P mutation (corresponding to Shot L340P used 
herein) associated with Spinocerebellar axtaxia type 5, which leads 
to impaired vesicular transport in cerebellar axons (Holleran et al., 
1996, 2001; Clarkson et al., 2010; Lorenzo et al., 2010). In contrast to 
their common N-terminal ABDs, spectrins differ from spectraplakins 
in that they lack an MBD at the C-terminus and instead contain a 
phospholipid-binding pleckstrin homology (PH) domain (Suozzi 
et al., 2012). Association of this C-terminal PH domain with acidic 
lipids on transport vesicles allows βIII-spectrin to thus tether cargo to 
the motile Dynein/Dynactin complex bound at the N-terminal ABD 
via Arp-1 (Johansson et al., 2007). Moreover, this effect can be re-
constituted in vitro in a manner that suggests that βIII-spectrin, 
through its interaction with Arp-1, is sufficient for processive Dynein-
mediated vesicle transport (Muresan et al., 2001). An analogous 
mechanism may underlie Shot aiding Dynein-mediated events dur-
ing mitosis. For example, focusing of mitotic spindle poles is thought 
to be achieved through a multistep process, wherein processive Dy-
nein motility allows for the transport of bundled K-fibers along cen-
trosomal MTs (C-MTs) in a poleward direction (Goshima et al., 2005). 
This process is thought to rely on cross-linking factors that can tether 
C-MT–bound Dynein/Dynactin to the K-fiber MT bundles. Shot 
could accomplish this through simultaneous interactions with Arp-1 
at its N-terminus and K-fiber MTs at its C-terminus. This would be 
consistent with both the general requirement of Shot in pole focus-
ing as well as the dependence on its intact ABDs and MBDs (Figure 
4), although the precise mechanism requires further investigation.

Importance of Shot in tissue organization and possible 
tumor suppression
Knockdown of Shot in vivo results in an apoptotic response in ima-
ginal wing disk epithelia. Interestingly, loss of Arp-1 in this tissue 
leads to a significantly greater level of apoptosis, demonstrating a 
strict requirement of this Dynactin component for epithelial cell vi-
ability. The precise mechanism by which Shot loss induces apopto-

sis is not yet elucidated, due in part to the pleiotropic mitotic errors 
that occur in its absence. Shot loss causes spindle misorientation in 
wing disks, and studies have shown that loss of planar spindle ori-
entation leads to apoptosis of daughter cells that are basally ex-
truded from the epithelial layer (Nakajima et al., 2013). Recent stud-
ies have also shown that loss of several centrosomal proteins known 
to participate in spindle assembly lead to apoptosis in this tissue 
(Poulton et al., 2014). It should be noted that centrosome loss under 
these conditions also leads to spindle misorientation, complicat-
ing a direct mechanistic interpretation. Thus further investiga-
tions are necessary to determine the relative contributions of de-
fective spindle assembly and orientation in the apoptotic response 
seen following Shot loss. Unlike loss of other genes well known to 
participate in spindle assembly and orientation (Nakajima et al., 
2013; Poulton et al., 2014), Shot loss does not appear to signifi-
cantly up-regulate p-JNK levels, suggesting apoptosis is induced 
through an alternative pathway (Figure 7). Although JNK signaling 
has a clear canonical role in apoptosis, alternative pathways likely 
play a role in apoptotic induction (Strasser et al., 2000), and further-
more, JNK signaling has been shown to play an activating role in 
cell proliferation under certain conditions such as compensatory 
growth (Mollereau and Ma, 2016).

Whatever the cause of apoptosis following Shot knockdown, re-
sults from p35 expression highlight the importance of this response 
in maintaining tissue architecture. Although ShotRNAi expression 
alone results in a mild loss of organization within the wing pouch, 
coexpression with p35 to prevent the apoptotic response leads to a 
much more striking disorganization of tissue structure (Figure 7). 
Moreover, this genotype caused a marked induction of the EMT 
marker MMP-1. What the relative contributions of Shot’s mitotic 
functions are to these defects is an important future question to re-
solve. Also of interest will be evaluation of the tumorigenic potential 
of this tissue, perhaps using recently established tumor models in 
Drosophila (Gonzalez, 2013).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly stocks
The following stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Stock 
Center: VALIUM TRiP lines for  shotRNAi  (stock # 28336), arp-
1RNAi (stock # 32032), and sas-4RNAi (stock # 35049), as well as UAS-
p35 (stock # 5072) and nubbinGAL4 (stock # 25754). The double 
transgenic line UAS-p35/UAS-p35;shotRNAi/shotRNAi was generated 
using a Cyo/Br;TM2/TM6 double balancer line (generous gift from 
Richard M. Cripps, University of New Mexico).

S2 cell maintenance, RNAi treatments, and transient 
transfection
Schneider S2 cells (Invitrogen) were grown in Schneider’s insect me-
dia (Sigma) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine 
serum (SIM). Cells were passaged every 3–4 d, and stocks were main-
tained at 25°C in the absence of CO2. For transient transfections (see 
below), (1–2) × 106 cells were placed in five-well culture dishes for 
30 min in 3 ml of SIM. Cells were then transfected with 1 μg total 
DNA using the Effectene reagent system according to manufacturer 
protocols (Qiagen). Following 24–36 h incubation, transgene expres-
sion was induced by the addition of CuSO4 (500 μM) for 24–48 h.

We used the following constructs for S2 cell transfections: 
Ed:GFP:Pins, Ed:GFP:Dsh, Ed:FLAG:Pins, ShotAΔCT:mCherry, and 
GAL4 were expressed using the copper-inducible pMT vector. 
ShotA:GFP and ShotC:GFP were cloned in the pUAST vector and 
expressed via cotransfection of pMT-GAL4. All Shot constructs, as 
well as the pMT-GAL4 plasmid, were generous gifts from Stephen 
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Olympus IX-83 inverted epifluorescence microscope, and appropri-
ate cells were located and imaged at either 30-s or 1-min intervals 
using a Hamamatsu Orca-Flash 4.0LT camera, with three z-stacks 
taken at each interval. If cells (e.g., ShotRNAi treated) did not enter 
anaphase after 3 h, the experiment was stopped and recorded as a 
180-min data point. This was done due to significant photobleach-
ing and the potential for phototoxicity. Movies were converted to 
AVI or MOV files and analyzed using ImageJ.

Protein purification
The Shot ABD (CH1+CH2 domains, aa 149–368), CH2 domain 
alone (aa 264–365), and C-terminus (aa 5071–5501) were PCR am-
plified from a pUAST-Shot construct and cloned into the pGEX vec-
tor using 5′-BamHI and 3′-XhoI restriction sites to generate GST-
Shot fusion constructs. Full-length Arp-1 was PCR amplified from an 
S2 cell cDNA library and cloned into pBH4 using 5′-BamHI and 3′-
XhoI restriction sites to generate a 6×His-Arp-1 fusion construct. All 
constructs were transformed into the BL21(DE3) strain of E. coli 
for recombinant protein expression and grown in standard Luria–
Bertani broth supplemented with 100 μg/ml ampicillin.

GST-ShotABD and GST-ShotCH2 were grown at 37°C to an OD600 ∼ 
0.8, and protein expression was induced with 1 mM isopropyl β-d-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 3–4 h. GST-ShotCT was grown at 
30°C to an OD600 ∼ 0.6 and induced with 0.2 mM IPTG overnight at 
20°C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (5000 × g for 10 min), 
and bacterial pellets were resuspended in PBS and flash-frozen in 
liquid nitrogen. Cells were lysed using a Branson digital sonifier and 
clarified by centrifugation (12,000 × g for 30 min). Cell lysates were 
aliquoted and stored at −80°C until use.

His-Arp-1 expression was induced similarly to GST-ShotCT, ex-
cept that cells were resuspended in N1 buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8, 
500 mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole). Following lysis and clarifica-
tion, the His-Arp-1 supernatant was incubated with nickel-NTA resin 
for 3 h at 4°C with constant rotation. Resin was washed extensively 
with both N1 buffer and wash buffer (N1 + 30 mM imidazole). Bound 
proteins were eluted and collected in elution buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 
8, 200 mM NaCl, and 300 mM imidazole). This sample was dialyzed 
overnight at 4°C in buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 8, 200 mM NaCl, and 
2 mM dithiothreitol [DTT]), concentrated, and stored at −80°C 
before use. This crude preparation produced minimal amounts of 
soluble His-Arp-1, although they were sufficient for detection using 
an anti-His antibody in Western blotting.

GST pull-down assay
Equivalent amounts of GST-fused Shot constructs were absorbed to 
glutathione agarose for 30 min at room temperature and washed 
three times with PBS to remove unbound protein. Subsequently 
His-Arp-1 was added for 3 h at 4°C with constant rocking in wash 
buffer (PBS supplemented with 0.5% Triton X-100 and 1 mM DTT). 
Reactions were washed four times in wash buffers, and resolved 
samples were analyzed by Western blot using mouse anti-His 
primary and bovine anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase secondary 
antibodies (ThermoFisher and Santa Cruz Biotechnologies).

Imaginal wing disk analysis
Imaginal wing disks were dissected from wandering third instar lar-
vae in PBS. Disks were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at room tem-
perature for 20  min with rocking. Following fixation, disks were 
quickly washed three times in wash buffer (PBS supplemented with 
0.3% Triton X-100) and then once at room temperature for 20 min 
with rocking. Disks were blocked in block buffer (wash buffer supple-
mented with 1% BSA) for 1 h at room temperature. Phalloidin-568 

Rogers and Derek Applewhite (University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill and Reed College, respectively).

Primers used for RNAi construction were designed using the 
SnapDragon Web-based service (www.flyrnai.org/snapdragon), and 
all primer synthesis was carried out by Invitrogen. Primer sets that 
amplify segments of ∼200–600 base pairs within the coding or 3′-
UTR sequence of desired targets were optimized for efficiency and 
specificity and synthesized with T7 promoter sequence recognition 
tags. Targeted sequences were designed to universally recognize all 
possible isoforms for desired transcript. PCR-amplified target se-
quences were transcribed to yield double-stranded RNA using the 
Megascript T7 kit (Ambion) following the recommended protocol.

For RNAi treatment, S2 cells were seeded in six-well dishes at 
1 × 106 cells per well in 1 ml of serum-free Schneider growth media 
and incubated with 10 μg of desired RNAi. After 1 h, 2 ml of SIM was 
added, and cells were incubated for an additional 5 d before subse-
quent assays. Cells were typically supplemented with an additional 
0.5–1 ml of SIM following day 3 to avoid excessive evaporation.

For the Echinoid-based “induced polarity” assay, cells were har-
vested, pelleted, and resuspended in fresh SIM supplemented with 
CuSO4. Cells were then placed in a new six-well dish and rotated at 
∼175 rpm for 2–3 h, allowing for stochastic cell collisions that lead to 
cell–cell contacts and cluster formation (Johnston et al., 2009). Cyt-
D treatments were done with 3 μg/ml of the drug dissolved in 
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), with an equal volume of DMSO alone 
serving as a vehicle control.

Immunostaining and S2 live-cell imaging
Following transfection and RNAi treatments, S2 cells were mixed 
with fresh SIM in 24-well dishes containing 12-mm-diameter round 
glass coverslips. Cells were incubated for 2–3 h to allow for adher-
ence to coverslips and to increase the percentage of mitotic cells. 
Cells were then fixed using a treatment of 4% paraformaldehyde for 
10 min. Fixed cells were washed three times (5 min each) with wash 
buffer (0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS), followed by a 1-h incubation with 
block buffer (0.1% Triton X-100 and 1% bovine serum albumin [BSA] 
in PBS). Primary antibodies diluted in block buffer were then incu-
bated with slides overnight at 4°C. Following primary antibody incu-
bation, slides were washed three times with block buffer. Secondary 
antibodies were then added and incubated at room temperature for 
2 h. Antibodies were removed, and slides were washed four times 
with wash buffer. Finally, coverslips were inverted and mounted using 
EverBrite Hardset reagent (VWR) and stored at 4°C before imaging.

Antibodies used were as follows: mouse anti-FLAG (1:500; 
Sigma), rat anti–α-tubulin (1:500; Sigma Aldrich), and rabbit anti–
phosphohistone-H3 (PH3) (1:1,000; Abcam). γ-Tubulin antibodies 
were obtained from Sigma (1:500, rabbit) and GeneTex (1:2,000, 
mouse). Imaging was performed using Nikon Eclipse Ti-S and Olym-
pus IX83 inverted fluorescence microscopes and collected under oil 
immersion at 60× magnification. All secondary antibodies (preab-
sorbed and non–cross-reactive) were obtained from Jackson Immu-
noResearch and used at 1:250 dilutions.

For live-cell experiments, movies (see Supplemental Movies 1–3) 
were acquired using S2 cells stably expressing an inducible GFP:CID 
(a generous gift from Gary Karpen, University of California, Berkeley), 
which we subsequently stably transfected with inducible mCherry-
α-tubulin (selected for using puromycin resistance) to generate a 
stable double transgenic S2 cell line. Cells were treated with control 
or RNAi as described in the previous section. Upon completion of 
RNAi treatment, cells were settled at a density of 2 million/ml into 
Nunc Lab-Tek II 4-chambered coverglass chambers precoated with 
poly-l-lysine. After settling for 1 h, chambers were placed onto an 
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